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ABSTRACT 

 

Khamiluddin, Ajeng Oksa. 2013. Word Formation Processes of Jargon Found 

in PC World Magazine. Study Program of English. Brawijaya University. 

Supervisor: Isti Purwaningtyas; Co-Supervisor: Widya Caterine Perdhani. 

 

Keywords: word formation processes, jargon, PC World Magazine. 

 

Jargon can be found in certain community such as IT. Jargon is “special 

technical vocabulary associated with a specific area of work or interest.” (Yule, 

2006). Jargon can be categorized as new word, and as new words are formed, 

there will be a process forming the words which is word formation processes. In 

this study, the writer focuses in analyzing the word formation processes and the 

meaning of IT jargons found in the headline’s article of PC World Magazine 

issued on January 2013. This study aims to find out the IT jargons, identify the 

word formation processes and the meaning of jargons found in PC World 

magazine. There are three problems of this study, they are (1) What are jargons 

found in PC World magazine? (2) What are word formation processes of the 

jargons found in PC World magazine? (3) What are the meaning of the jargons 

found in PC World magazine? 

The headline’s article of PC World magazine is selected to be the data 

source because the writer’s preliminary study shows that a lot of jargons are 

found. This study is document analysis using qualitative approach with 

descriptive method. In this study, the writer found 48 (forty eight) IT jargons 

found in the headline’s article of PC World magazine January 2013 edition.  

The results of this study shows that there are eight of fourteen word 

formation processes are used in forming the jargons, they are alphabetic 

abbreviation, compounding, coined word, multiple processes, acronym, 

derivation, blending, and generified word. Moreover, the writer also found that the 

surrounding text provided enough information that can be used to analyze the 

meaning. Furthermore, the writer also validating the data to the expert in order to 

get more information of the IT jargons and to make the data credible and 

dependable.  

Through this study, the writer hopes that this study will give significant 

contribution about jargon’s knowledge for study program of English’s students 

and the next researchers. In order to make better research, it is suggested to the 

next researcher to analyze jargon by using another data, theories and methods. 
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ABSTRAK 

 

Khamiluddin, Ajeng Oksa. 2013. Proses Pembentukan Kata dalam Jargon 

yang Terdapat di majalah PC World. Program Studi Sastra Inggris. Universitas 

Brawijaya. Pembimbing: (I) Isti Purwaningtyas (II) Widya Caterine Perdhani. 

 

Kata kunci: proses pembentukan kata, jargon, majalah PC World. 

 

 Yule (2006) menyatakan bahwa jargon merupakan suatu kosa kata yang 

hanya ditemukan di dalam komunitas tertentu. Salah satu contohnya, penggunaan 

jargon dalam bidang IT. Bisa dibilang bahwa kata-kata yang termasuk jargon 

merupakan suatu kosa kata yang baru. Saat kata baru terbentuk, terdapat pula 

proses pembentukan kata. Dalam penelitian ini, penulis menganalisa proses 

pembentukan kata dan makna dari jargon yang terdapat di artikel berita utama 

majalah PC World edisi Januari 2013. Rumusan masalah dalam penelitian ini 

adalah (1) Jargon apa saja yang terdapat di majalah PC World? (2) Proses 

pembentukan kata apa saja yang digunakan dalam jargon di majalah PC World? 

(3) Apa makna dari jargon yang terdapat di majalah PC World? Dari rumusan 

masalah tersebut, tujuan penelitian ini adalah untuk mencari jargon dalam bidang 

teknologi informasi, serta mengidentifikasi proses pembentukan kata dan makna 

dari jargon-jargon tersebut. 

Artikel berita utama majalah PC World dipilih sebagai sumber data karena 

penelitian pendahuluan yang dilakukan oleh penulis menunjukkan bahwa terdapat 

banyak jargon yang digunakan dalam majalah ini. Penelitian ini merupakan 

analisa dokumen yang menggunakan pendekatan kualitatif dan metode deskriptif.  

Dalam penelitian ini, penulis menemukan 48 jargon teknologi informasi 

yang terdapat di artikel berita utama majalah PC World edisi Januari 2013. Hasil 

penelitian ini menunjukkan delapan dari empat belas proses pembentukan kata 

yang penulis pakai dalam penelitian ini membentuk 48 jargon yang ditemukan. 

Delapan proses pembentukan kata tersebut antara lain: alphabetic abbreviation, 

compounding, coined word, multiple processes, acronym, derivation, blending, 

dan generified word. Penulis juga menemukan bahwa kalimat yang mengandung 

jargon dapat memberikan informasi yang cukup untuk mengetahui makna dari 

jargon tersebut. Selain itu, penulis juga mendiskusikan data yang digunakan di 

penelitian ini kepada ahli teknologi informasi, sehingga hasil penelitian ini akurat. 

Penulis berharap penelitian ini dapat memberikan kontribusi kepada 

mahasiswa program studi Bahasa Inggris dan peneliti selanjutnya. Selain itu, 

penelitian ini juga diharapkan memberi penjelasan dan pemahaman kepada 

pembaca tentang jargon dalam bidang teknologi informasi. Selanjutnya, untuk 

membuat penelitian yang lebih baik, penulis menyarankan agar peneliti 

selanjutnya menganalisa jargon menggunakan data, teori dan metode yang 

berbeda. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

This chapter presents introduction consisting of background of the study, 

problems of the study, objectives of the study and definition of key terms. 

 

1.1. Background of the Study 

Basically, humans are social beings. As humans, people will not be able to 

live without others and always need each other.  They, therefore, need to 

communicate with each other to survive. In communication, language is needed as 

a tool for giving information, expressing feeling, promising, even arguing 

something. As Gee (2011, p. 1) states that “… language serves a great many 

functions in our lives. Giving and getting information is by no means the only 

one.” Therefore, language and society cannot be separated as well. Wardhaugh in 

his book entitled An Introduction to Sociolinguistics (2006) says that “society is 

any group of people who are drawn together for a certain purpose or purposes” 

while “language is what the members of a particular society speak.”  

In linguistics, there is a term to name the relationship between language and 

society, called sociolinguistics (Yule, 2006). Coulmas (1997, cited in Wardhaugh, 

2006, p. 13) says that sociolinguistics “investigates how social structure 

influences the way people talk and how language varieties and patterns of use 

correlate with social attributes, such as class, sex, and age.” Hence, the writer uses 
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sociolinguistics analysis because this study analyzes the use of language in 

society. 

In society there are a lot of new words found which are called jargon. Jargon 

is a term of language variation which is understandable only by people in a certain 

community or group. People who do not belong to that community will 

commonly find difficulties in understanding the meaning of the jargon of the 

community.  Yule (2006, p. 211) states that “jargon helps to create and maintain 

connections among those who see themselves as ‘insiders’ in some way and to 

exclude ‘outsider’.” The forming of jargon is one of the causes of the words’ 

increase.  

As new words are formed, there will be a process forming the words. Word 

formation process is the processes in which the new words are formed. Akmajian 

(2001, p. 25) defines word formation processes as a process when the speakers 

create new words continually. According to Yule (2006, p.  53-58), there are some 

word formation processes; they are coinage, borrowing, compounding, blending, 

clipping, backformation, conversion, acronyms, derivation, prefixes, suffixes, and 

infixes. Meanwhile, Akmajian (2001, p. 25-28) devides word formation processes 

into twelve processes, they are coined word, acronym, alphabetic abbreviation, 

clipping, blend, generified word, proper noun, borrowing direct, borrowing 

indirect, compounding, backformation, and change in part of speech. 

In this study, the writer also wants to analyze the meaning of the jargons. The 

meaning of the jargons can be seen from the whole sentence by using co-text. It 

means that the meaning of the jargons can be interpreted from the jargon’s 
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surrounding text. The readers usually will know the meaning of the jargons by 

reading the whole text. Yule (2006, p. 114) says that “the surrounding co-text has 

a strong effect on what we think the word probably means.” Besides, the writer 

also checks the dictionary to get the meaning of the jargons. It is used for the 

jargons that their meanings cannot be found by using co-text. Moreover, the writer 

also conducts an expert validating in order to make the data credible and 

dependable. 

The use of jargon is not only found in spoken, such as transgender 

community (Susilo, 2007), and sheltered children community (Erlinawati, 2012). 

It is also found in written text, such as in books, newspapers, and magazines. 

Magazine is a type of large thin book with a paper cover, containing stories, 

pictures, etc., and issued usually every week or every month (Oxford Advanced 

Learner’s Dictionary, p. 205, 1995). Based on this explanation, it can be 

concluded that magazines have more interesting displays than books and 

newspapers. People who read magazines can obtain information and 

entertainment at once. There are a lot of magazines that we know, such as fashion 

magazine, lifestyle magazine, sport magazine, and IT magazine. In this study, the 

writer chooses IT magazines to be analyzed. 

IT, which stands for Information Technology, is the technology which is 

involving the development, maintenance, and use of computer systems, software, 

and networks for the processing and distribution of data (Meriam Webster 

Dictionary). Nowadays, the technology’s development is rapidly growing, and 

people have to understand more about language used in IT world. Therefore, it is 
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interesting to analyze language use in IT world. In a certain community such as 

IT, jargon will be presented or formed automatically. 

One of the magazines which give information about technology is PC World 

magazine. This magazine is chosen because according to PC World Romania’s 

Media Kit (2011), PC World is the most widely read computer magazine around 

the world, with a presence in over 49 countries.  This magazine and its Web site 

also won five awards from the Western Publications Association Web site 

(PCWorld Staff, 2001, para. 2).  

Moreover, in conducting this study the writer did a preliminary study about 

word formation processes of jargon found in PC World magazine. After doing 

some analysis in the headline’s article of PC World magazine, the writer found a 

lot of jargon. Thus, the writer conducted the study of word formation processes of 

jargons found in PC World magazine. The data are the only headline’s article of 

PC World magazine issued in January 2013. 

Furthermore, in order to make this study focus on the subject being analyzed, 

the writer gives a limitation. The writer only focuses on discussing the jargon 

found in PC World magazine, the word formation processes of the jargons, also 

the meaning of the jargons. Moreover, the data are the headline’s article of PC 

World magazine issued in January 2013. This headline’s article gives a review 

about a lot of products which is 100 best products including hardware, software, 

and cloud services in 2012, so the jargon used will varies greatly. Hence, this 

article will represent the jargons used in PC World magazine. 

By conducting this study, the writer expects it will help the next researchers, 
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give significant contribution and enriching the study about jargon for study 

program of English’s students. Besides, this study is expected to give clear 

explanation and to make the reader understand about IT jargon. 

From the explanation above, the writer conducts this study, entitled “Word 

Formation Processes of Jargons Found in PC World Magazine”. 

 

1.2. Problems of the Study 

Based on the background of the study above, the problems of the study can be 

stated as follows: 

1. What are the jargons found in PC World magazine? 

2. What are the word formation processes of the jargons found in PC World 

magazine? 

3. What are the meaning of the jargons found in PC World magazine? 

 

1.3. Objectives of the Study 

The objective of this study is to find out the answers of the problems stated 

above: 

1. To find out the jargons found in PC World magazine. 

2. To identify the word formation processes of the jargons found in PC World 

magazine. 

3. To identify the meaning of the jargons found in PC World magazine. 
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1.4. Definition of Key Terms 

1. Word formation processes is some processes when the speakers continually 

create new words. (Akmajian, 2001, p. 25) 

2. Jargon is special technical vocabulary associated with a specific area of work 

or interest. (Yule, 2006, p. 211) 

3. Magazine is a type of large thin book with a paper cover, containing stories, 

pictures, etc. and issued usually every week or every month. (Oxford 

Advanced Learner’s Dictionary, 1995) 

4. PC World Magazine is the established leader for news, reviews, and insight 

on the PC ecosystem. (www.facebook.com/ PCWorld/info) 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

 

This chapter reviews some literature related to the topic discussed. Those are 

sociolinguistics, jargon, morphology, word formation processes, and PC World 

magazine. Besides, the writer also presents about the previous studies underlying 

this study. 

 

2.1. Sociolinguistics 

Sociolinguistics is one of linguistics branches which discussed about 

language in society (Brown and Attardo, 2005, p. 2). Then, Yule (2006, p. 205) 

states that “the term sociolinguistics is used generally for the study of the 

relationship between language and society. Furthermore, in his book, An 

Introduction to Sociolinguistics, Wardaugh (2006, p. 13) states that 

sociolinguistics “concerned with investigating the relationships between language 

and society with the goal being a better understanding of the structure of language 

and of how languages function in communication.” Moreover, Coulmas (1997, 

cited in Wardhaugh, 2006, p. 13) describes sociolinguistics “investigates how 

social structure influences the way people talk and how language varieties and 

patterns of use correlate with social attributes such as class, sex, and age.” 

From the descriptions about sociolinguistics above, it can be concluded that 

sociolinguistics is used for investigating the language used in society and how 
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language influences the society. Thus, it can be applied to analyze jargons on this 

study. 

 

2.2. Jargon 

Every group of people, occupation or profession has their own vocabulary 

called jargon. Yule (2006, p. 211) states that jargon is “special technical 

vocabulary associated with a specific area of work or interest.” So, it can be said 

that jargon is new words used by people in the same profession or specific group 

which has the same interest. 

Therefore, jargons are understandable only by people inside the group or 

community. People from the same community or profession will use jargon while 

they have conversation to other member. As Yule says, “jargon helps to create and 

maintain connections among those who see themselves as ‘insiders’ in some way 

and to exclude ‘outsiders’.” Then, Brown & Attardo in their book Understanding 

Language Structure, Interaction, and Variation (2005, p. 118), describe that 

“jargon is also used for purposes of not letting others understand you, to show off, 

or to establish in-group membership.”  

In this case, Brown & Attardo (2005, p. 119) summarize the jargon’s function 

become two main functions: 

1. Provides speakers of specialized domains with clear, unambiguous terms to 

refer to their activities. 

2. Provides speakers of a subgroups with a means of marking in-group 

membership and excluding outsiders. 
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It can be concluded that, those function of jargon make the outsider will find 

difficulties in understanding the jargon’s meaning and make a border between 

them. 

The writer is also interested to know the word formation processes used in the 

jargon found in PC World magazine because, as new words are formed, there will 

be a process forming the words. However, before word formation processes is 

explained, the writer wants to explain about morphology because word formation 

processes is in the area of morphology. 

 

2.3. Morphology 

“Without knowledge of the language, one can’t tell how many words are in 

an utterance” (Fromkin, 2011, p. 77). Therefore, morphology is needed. Described 

by Yule in his book The Study of Language (2006, p. 63), “morphology is a term 

that used to describe the type of investigation that analyzes all the basic ‘elements’ 

used in language. Elements here are known as morphemes, which is “a minimal 

unit of meaning or grammatical function.” While Lieber (2009, p. 2) states that 

“morphology is the study if word formation, including the ways new words are 

coined in the languages of the world, and the way forms of words are varied 

depending on how they’re used in sentences.”  

From the descriptions above, the writer concludes that morphology is the 

study about the form of word and how the words are formed. Moreover, Lieber 

(2009, p. 6) gives a reason of having morphology is “to form new lexemes from 
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old ones.”  Word formation processes as the study conducted by the writer is part 

of morphology since it is about the way a word are formed. 

 

2.4. Word Formation Processes 

New words are increasing everyday along with the great strides of technology 

and the human needs. Booij (2012, p. 24) states that “new words are made on the 

basis of patterns of form-meaning correspondence between existing words.” The 

way of forming a new word is called word formation processes. Akmajian et. al. 

(2001, p. 25) say that word formation processes is a process when the speakers 

create new words continually. There are 12 (twelve) processes of word formation 

according to them: coined word, acronym, alphabetic abbreviation, clipping, 

blend, generified word, proper noun, borrowing direct, borrowing indirect, 

compounding, backformation, and change in part of speech. 

 Then, Yule (2006, p. 53) defines word formation processes as “the basic 

processes by which new words are created.” He says that we can easily accept and 

quickly understand the new words in our language (2006, p. 52). According to 

Yule, word formation processes categorizes into 10 (ten), they are: coinage, 

borrowing, compounding, blending, clipping, backformation, conversion, 

acronyms, derivation, and multiple processes. 

From those theories, there are some similarities and differences of word 

formation processes, such as blend-blending, compounding and change in part of 

speech-convertion. Besides, there are also some terms distinguished by Akmajian 

et al, while Yule made them one, such as coinage, acronyms, and borrowing. 
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Akmajian et al divided coinage into coined words, generified words, and proper 

noun, acronyms into acronyms and alphabetic abbreviation, and borrowing into 

borrowing indirect and borrowing direct. Following is the table of similarities and 

differences of both theories. 

 

Table 2.1 Word Formation Processes 

George Yule Akmajian et al 

Coinage Coined Word 

Coinage Generified word 

Coinage Proper Nouns 

Acronym Acronym 

Acronym Alphabetic Abbriviation 

Borrowing Borrowing Direct 

Borrowing Borrowing Indirect 

Clipping Clipping 

Blending Blends 

Compounding Compounding 

Backformation Backformation 

Conversion Change in Part of Speech 

Derivation - 

Multiple Processes - 

 

Based on the table above, the writer uses both theories by combining them. 

Thus, the word formation processes used are coined word, generified word, proper 

nouns, acronym, alphabetic abbreviation, clipping, blends, borrowing indirect, 

borrowing direct, compounding, backformation, change in part of speech, 

derivation, and multiple processes. 

 

2.4.1. Coined Word 

Coined word is an entirely new word that keeps entering a language. 

Akmajian et al, in their book state that this process “often happens when speakers 
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invent (or coin) new words” (2001, p. 25). Yule, who is called coined word as 

coinage, describes it is “the invention of totally new terms” (2006, p. 53). For 

example, an adolescent slang such as geek and dweeb. 

 

2.4.2. Generified Word 

Generified word based on Akmajian et al explanation, is “technique for 

creating new words, namely using specific brand names of products as names for 

the products in general” (2001, p. 26). Moreover, Yule (2006, p.  53) also states 

that usually it comes from the name of product, place, or person, and then become 

general terms. Some examples of this process are aspirin, zipper, vaseline, and 

jeans. 

 

2.4.3. Proper Nouns 

Proper noun is “a trait, quality, act or some behavior associated with a person 

becomes identified with that person’s name” (Akmajian et al, 2001, p. 27). In 

Yule’s book, it is called eponyms, and some of it are technical terms based on the 

names of those who first discovered or invented things, such as volt (from 

Alessandro Volta) and watt (from James Watt). The other examples of proper 

noun are, guillotine (an instrument of execution named after its inventor, Dr. 

Joseph Guillotine) and jeans (from the Italian city of Genoa where the type of 

cloth was first made). 
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2.4.4. Acronyms 

According to Yule (2006, p. 57), acronym is “new words formed from the 

initial letters of a set of other words.” Yule states that acronym can be pronounced 

as new single words, as NATO and radar, or saying each separate letter, as CD or 

VCR. While, Akmajian et al make them into difference terms. The one that can be 

pronounce as new single words is called acronyms (2001, p. 25), and the other one 

is alphabetic abbreviation (2001, p. 26). 

 

2.4.5. Alphabetic Abbreviation 

This process is often used in our life. Alphabetic abbreviation or one-time 

abbreviations have entirely replaced longer words (Akmajian et al, 2001, p. 26). 

They also state the characteristic of this process, that is individually pronounced at 

each letter. For example, CD (compact disc or certificate of deposit), ER 

(emergency room), and www (world wide web). 

 

2.4.6. Borrowing Direct 

Sometimes, there is a word from another language used in our language, it is 

called borrowing. According to Akmajian et al, borrowing direct is directly 

borrowing words from other language without translating the words to another 

language. Similarly, Yule states that borrowing is “the taking over of words from 

other language” (2006, p. 54), such as croissant (French), piano (Italian), tattoo 

(Tahitian) and kinderganten (Germany). 
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2.4.7. Borrowing Indirect 

Borrowing indirect, according to Akmajian et al, the word borrowed is 

“translated literally into another language” (2001, p. 28). Yule describes it as loan 

translation or calque. He says that “there is  a direct translation of the elements of 

a word into the borrowing language” (2006, p. 54). Yule also gives some 

examples of this process, such as gratte-ciel (French) literally translates as scrape-

sky, the Dutch wolkenkrabber (cloud scratcher), and the German wolkenkratzer 

(cloud scraper). 

 

2.4.8. Clipping 

Clipping is an abbreviation or shortened word, such as fax for facsimile, ad 

for advertisement, and prof for professor. Yule (2006, p. 55) defines this process 

“occurs when a word of more than one syllable is reduced to a shorter form.” 

Besides, there is orthographic abbreviations according to Akmajian et al (2001, p. 

26) “where the spelling of a word has been shortened but its pronunciation is not 

(necessarily) altered.” For example, there is Dr. for doctor, Mr. for mister, and 

MB for megabyte. 

 

2.4.9. Blending 

Blending proposed by Yule (2006, p. 55) is “the combination of two separate 

forms to produce a single new term.” Meanwhile, Akmajian et al (2001, p. 26) say 

that blending can be formed from the existing word to make new word. 
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Furthermore, Yule also states that blending is formed “by taking only the 

beginning of one word and joining in to the end of the other word.” Some new 

words which are formed by using blend are smog from smoke and fog, motel 

from motor hotel, trashware from trash and software, and brunch from breakfast 

and lunch. 

 

2.4.10. Compounding 

When new word is formed by combine two different words, it is known as 

compounding. It can be formed from nouns (notebook), verbs (stir-fry), adjectives 

(good-looking), prepositions (into), adjective-noun (fast-food), verb-noun 

(workroom), adjective-verb (highlight), verb-preposition (breakup), and 

preposition-verb (outrun). As Yule (2006, p. 54) states that compounding is “a 

joining of two separate words to produce a single form.” Akmajian et al also 

describe compounding as a process when individual words are joined together to 

form a new word (2001, p. 32).  

 

2.4.11. Backformation 

Another process of new word formed is by reversing or reducing the exits 

word. Yule (2006, p. 56) defines backformation as reduction process. He explains 

more that backformation is formed when “a word of one type is reduced to form a 

word of another type.” Moreover, Akmajian et al, state that “backformation is the 

process of using a word formation rule…in order to arrive at a new, simpler one” 
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(2001, p. 41). Some examples of word created by backformation are televise from 

television, donate from donation, emote from emotion, edit from editor, and sculpt 

from sculptor. 

 

2.4.12. Change in Part of Speech 

Category change and functional shift are other labels for this process (Yule, 

2006, p. 56). Change in part of speech or conversion can change verb becomes 

noun (to print out-a printout) and noun becomes verb (bottle-bottled). According 

to Akmajian et al, “a word can be modified by changing its grammatical category” 

(2001, p. 28). Similarly, Yule (2006, p. 56) states that conversion is “a change in 

the function of a word.” However, some of the conversion is not accepted, such as 

a doctor (noun) become to doctor (verb). 

 

2.4.13. Derivation 

Derivation is a small ‘bits’ of English language, and generally known as 

affixes, such as –un, -ful, -less, mis-, pre-, -ish (Yule, 2006, p.  57). Affixes is 

divided into prefixes, suffixes, and infixes. Yule, in his book The Study of 

Language (2006, p. 58) states the prefixes is affixes that should be added to the 

beginning of the word, suffixes is the affixes that is added in the end of the word, 

and infixes is an affix that is incorporated inside another word. 
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2.4.14. Multiple Processes 

This process is used to create new word by using more than one word 

formation processes, such as use compounding and conversion to create a new 

word. As Yule (2006, p. 58) states, “it is possible to trace the operation of more 

than one process at work in the creation of a particular word.” He also gives some 

examples of this process, one of them is the word “snowballed” in the sentence 

‘problems with the project have snowballed’, it can be analyzed as compounding 

snow and ball which create the word snowball, then it turned into a verb through 

conversion. 

 

2.5. Co-Text 

In order to find out the meaning of the jargons, the writer also needs co-text 

as another way in analyzing them. Co-text is used to analyze the meaning from the 

whole text of the jargons. By reading the whole text, the readers usually will know 

the meaning of the jargons. As Yule (2006, p. 114) says that “the surrounding co-

text has a strong effect on what we think the word probably means.”  Moreover, 

Biber et al. state that “..texts occur and are understood in their discourse settings, 

which comprise all of the linguistic, situational, social, psychological, and 

pragmatic factors that influence the interpretation of any instance of language use” 

(1999, cited in H.G. Widdowson 2004, p. 58). 
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2.6. PC World Magazine 

Magazine is a type of large thin book with a paper cover, containing stories, 

pictures, etc. and issued usually every week or every month (Oxford Advanced 

Learner’s Dictionary, 1995). In this case, the writer uses PC World magazine 

which is one of international computer magazines, as her data. According to its 

Facebook page, PC World magazine is the established leader for news, reviews, 

and insight on the PC ecosystem. (www.facebook.com/ PCWorld/info). 

According to PC World Romania’s Media Kit 2011, PC World is the most widely 

read computer magazine around the world, with a presence in over 49 countries. 

Some of them are USA, New Zealand, Romania, and India. This magazine and its 

Web site won five awards from the Western Publications Association Web site. 

They are Best Regularly Featured Online Column for Andrew Brandt’s Privacy 

Watch column on PCWorld.com, Best Online Publication Home Page Design, 

Best Single Editorial Photograph/Consumer (for “Slim and Sexy” in the October 

2000 issue), Best Single Editorial Illustration/Consumer Publications (for “10 for 

the Road” in the September 2000 issue—a tie with Macworld’s entry), and Best 

Computer Publication. Hence, PC World magazine named Top Computer 

Magazine (PCWorld Staff, 2001, para. 1-2). 

 

2.7. Previous Studies 

Before this study is conducted, there are several studies about word formation 

processes of jargon conducted by another writer. However, the writer only 

chooses two of them. These previous studies are used in order to compare with 
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this study to give some information such as theory and methodology that the 

previous studies used. 

The fisrt previous study is conducted by Maharani (2012) entitled “Word 

Formation Processes of Photography Jargons in Digital Camera World 

Magazine”. In her study, she found 37 photography jargons, the word formation 

processes of the jargons and their meaning. There are some similarities and 

differences between the writer’s and Maharani’s study. 

The similarities are we conducted the study of word formation processes of 

jargons found in magazine. Both of our study is also try to find the meaning of the 

jargons. However, there are also the differences of our study. First, Maharani’s 

study is about photography jargon, while the writer’s is about IT jargon. The 

second one is the word formation processes theory that we used, Maharani used 

Akmajian et al. and Brown and Attardo's theory. Meanwhile, the writer used 

Akmajian et al. and Yule's. 

The second previous study is "Word Formation Processes in the jargon Used 

among the Members of Kaskus Internet Forum Community” by Nuralam (2012). 

In her study, she found 30 jargons, the part of speech and the word formation 

processes of the jargons. Compared with this study, there are similarities and 

differences too in this previous study. 

The differences between Nuralam’s and the writer’s study are the data source 

and the word formation processes’ theory. For the data source, Nuralam got the 

data from Kaskus internet forum community and the writer’s from the headline’s 

article of PC World magazine. Then, the theory of word formation processes that 
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Nuralam used is only Yule’s. Meanwhile, the similarity is we have the same topic 

which is word formation processes of jargons. 

From these previous studies, the writer is inspired to do the study about IT 

jargon and its word formation processes, because they have not conduct it yet. In 

this study, the writer takes the data source from PC World magazine to finds the 

jargons and the word formation processes. To conduct the word formation 

processes, the writer uses Akmajian et al. and Yule’s theory. Moreover, the writer 

uses co-text and dictionary to find the meaning of jargons. She also conducts an 

expert validating to make the data credible and dependable. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHODS 

 

This chapter discusses the methods that the writer uses to conduct the study of 

word formation processes of jargons found in PC World magazine. 

 

3.1. Research Design 

In this study, the writer used qualitative approach with descriptive method. 

The writer used qualitative approach because the study was based on data in the 

form of words, not of numbers. As Ary et al state “qualitative inquirer deals with 

data that are in the form of words or pictures rather than numbers and statistics” 

(2010, p. 424). Similarly, Miles and Huberman (1994, p. 1) say that “qualitative 

data, usually in the form of words rather than numbers, have always been staple of 

some fields in the social sciences, notably anthropology, history, and political 

science.” Meanwhile, descriptive method was used because it described the word 

formation processes of jargons found in PC World magazine. 

Since the study analyzed the texts in PC World magazine as the data, so the 

type of the study was document analysis. Ary et al (2010, p. 442) describe 

“document analysis can be of written or text-based artifacts (textbooks, novels, 

journals, meeting minutes, logs, announcements, policy statements, newspapers, 

transcripts, birth certificates, marriage records, budgets, letters, e-mail messages, 

etc.) or non written records (photographs, audiotapes, videotapes, computer 
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images, websites, musical performances, televised political speeches, YouTube 

videos, virtual world settings, etc.)”. 

 

3.2. Data Source 

This study was conducted to find out the word formation processes and the 

meaning of jargons in PC World magazine. Hence, the writer collected the data 

from the headline’s article of PC World magazine, January 2013 edition. This 

headline’s article gave a review about 100 best products including hardware, 

software, and cloud services in 2012, so the jargon used varied greatly. Hence, 

this article would be able to represent the jargons used in PC World magazine.  

 

3.3. Data Collection 

In this study, the writer did several steps in collecting the data as follows: 

1. Finding the magazine used as the data source. 

2. Choosing the article of the magazine. The writer chose the headline’s article of 

the edition, which was “100 best products of 2012”. 

3. Reading the whole text of the headline’s article of PC World magazine 

published in January 2013. 

4. Identifying and taking notes of the jargons found in the article. Taking notes 

was needed in order to enable the writer analyze the data more easily. 
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3.4. Data Analysis 

After collecting the data, the writer analyzed the data to find out the answer of 

the problems of the study. In analyzing the data, the writer did several steps: 

1. Identifying the jargons. 

In identifying the jargons in the headline’s article of PC World magazine 

issued in January 2013, the writer acted as a reader. Then, she selected terms 

which were difficult to understand and not the name of brand or product. 

2. Classifying and coding the jargons. 

The first analyzing steps was classifying the jargons and coding them. From 

the headline’s article of PC World magazine the writer classified the jargons. 

Afterwards, the writer gave the jargons a code based on the number of the 

products, the page, and the line of the paragraph of product’s review. 

An example of writing the code of jargons found, such as 1.P58.L4. 

1  : product number 1 

P58 : page 58 

L4  : fourth line 

3. Grouping the jargons 

To analyze the data, the writer used a table consists of jargon, its code and the 

word formation processes as follow: 

No Jargons Code Word Formation Processes 
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4. Identifying the word formation processes of jargons. 

This study was also conducted to find out the word formation processes of 

jargons found. Thus, the writer identified it based on the word formation 

processes theory she used. 

5. Analyzing the meaning of the jargons based on the co-text and dictionary. 

The writer used co-text to analyze the meaning of the jargon from the 

surrounding text of the jargon. Meanwhile, dictionary is used to know the 

meaning of the jargon which surrounding text does not provide any 

information to interpret the meaning. 

6. Validating the data to the expert. 

The writer checked the validation of the data to an IT expert in order to make 

the data of this study credible and dependable. The descriptions of the expert 

are: 

a. The expert was a lecturer from PTIIK (Program Teknologi Informasi dan 

Ilmu Komputer) UB. PTIIK is a department of information technology and 

computer in Universitas Brawijaya. 

b. The lecturer was an expert of hardware and software since the article that 

the writer used is about hardware and software. 

c. The lecturer knew about PC World magazine and ever read it, because the 

one who knows and ever read the magazine will easily understand the 

article. 
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7. Drawing a conclusion based on the analysis. 

The writer drew a conclusion based on the data analysis and the result of the 

study. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

 

This chapter discusses the result of the study. It is divided into two 

subchapters, findings and discussion. 

 

4.1. Finding 

In this study, there are three problems and those problems are answered in 

this subchapter. The first problem is to find jargons in PC World magazine, the 

second is related to the word formation processes of the jargons, and the last one 

is the meaning of the jargons. The data is taken from the headline’s article of PC 

World magazine issued in January 2013. 

 

4.1.1. Jargons Found in PC World Magazine 

The writer found 48 jargons in the headline’s article of PC World magazine 

issued in January 2013. The finding of this study is presented in the form of table. 

Here are table 4.1 which contains of the jargon, the jargon’s code and the word 

formation processes of the jargon. 

 

Table 4.1 Jargons Found in PC World Magazine Issued in January 2013 

No Jargons Code Word Formation Processes 

1.  Tablet 2.P58.L4 Coined Word 

2.  Retina 2.P58.L6 Coined Word 
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No Jargons Code Word Formation Processes 

3.  Ultrabook 4.P58.L10 Coined Word 

4.  Cloud 16.P59.L10 Coined Word 

5.  Ethernet 83.P67.L11 Coined Word 

6.  Scrivening 60.P64.L11 Generified Word 

7.  Pinning 67.P65.L2 Generified Word 

8.  RAM 32.P61.L9 Acronyms 

9.  LAN 50.P63.L2 Acronyms 

10.  IMAP 88.P67.L12 Acronyms 

11.  MIDI 96.P68.L8 Acronyms 

12.  OS 1.P58.L2 Alphabetic Abbreviation 

13.  LTE 2.P58.L11 Alphabetic Abbreviation 

14.  HDTV 8.P59.L2 Alphabetic Abbreviation 

15.  GPU 10.P59.L6 Alphabetic Abbreviation 

16.  SSD 15.P59.L8 Alphabetic Abbreviation 

17.  AC 17.P59.L4 Alphabetic Abbreviation 

18.  IPS 19.P60.L6 Alphabetic Abbreviation 

19.  HD 32.P61.L7 Alphabetic Abbreviation 

20.  IP 34.P61.L1 Alphabetic Abbreviation 

21.  DVI 35.P62.L12 Alphabetic Abbreviation 

22.  USB 40.P62.L4 Alphabetic Abbreviation 

23.  DSL 57.P64.L14 Alphabetic Abbreviation 

24.  DAC 72.P65.L3 Alphabetic Abbreviation 

25.  HDMI 89.P67.L11 Alphabetic Abbreviation 

26.  HDD 93.P68.L11 Alphabetic Abbreviation 

27.  DVR 97.P68.L2 Alphabetic Abbreviation 

28.  Pixel 4.P58.L7 Blending 

29.  E-reader 5.P58.L7 Blending 

30.  E Ink 5.P58.L8 Blending 

31.  Video card 3.P58.L4 Compounding 

32.  Smartphone 6.P58.L10 Compounding 

33.  Cloud-storage 9.P59.L6 Compounding 

34.  Graphics card 15.P59.L9 Compounding 

35.  Card slot 26.P60.L7 Compounding 

36.  Cloud Camera 34.P61.L7 Compounding 

37.  Display-port 35.P62.L11 Compounding 

38.  Inkjet 63.P64.L3 Compounding 

39.  Firmware 64.P65.L10 Compounding 

40.  Printhead 95.P68.L5 Compounding 

41.  Woofers 12.P59.L9 Derivation (Suffix) 

42.  Tweeters 12.P59.L10 Derivation (Suffix) 

43.  Subwoofers 44.P62.L3 Derivation (Prefix, Suffixes) 

44.  THX 8.P59.L9 Multiple Processes 
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No Jargons Code Word Formation Processes 

45.  Dual-band 43.P62.L6 Multiple Processes 

46.  Broadband 57.P64.L10 Multiple Processes 

47.  XLR 77.P66.L7 Multiple Processes 

48.  Micro-PC 89.P67.L1 Multiple Processes 

 

Based on the finding, the writer analyzes the word formation processes based 

on the theory and the meaning of jargons based on the co-text, dictionary and the 

expert. 

 

4.1.2. Word Formation Processes 

In this study, the writer found 48 (forty eight) IT jargons. Those jargons are 

classified into fourteen word formation processes based on Akmajian et.al. and 

Yule’s theory. The word formation processes are coined word, generified word, 

proper nouns, acronyms, alphabetic abbreviation, borrowing direct, borrowing 

indirect, clipping, blinding, compounding, backformation, change in part of 

speech, derivation, and multiple processes. Out of fourteen word formation 

processes, eight processes are used to form the jargons, they are 16 (sixteen) 

alphabetic abbreviation processes, 10 (ten) compounding processes, 5 (five) 

coined word processes, 5 (five) multiple processes, 4 (four) acronym processes, 3 

(three) derivation processes, 3 (three) blending processes, and 2 (two) generified 

word processes. 
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4.1.2.1. Coined Word 

Coined word is an entirely new word, this process happens when speakers 

invent new words. The writer found five words of coined word, they are Tablet, 

Retina, Ultrabook, Cloud, and Ethernet. 

1. Tablet (2.P58.L4) 

Tablet has common sense which is a type of medicine. Then it has new 

meaning which is small portable computer with touch screen as the input 

device. So, tablet is categorized as coined word. 

2. Retina (2.P58.L6) 

Retina in common sense means part of eye. While in IT world, it means 

screen display with high quality system made by Apple. So, retina is 

categorized as coined word because it has new meaning in this community. 

3. Ultrabook (4.P58.L10) 

The word Ultrabook is categorized as coined word. This word is coined by 

Intel Corp. They developed a very thin and light in weight notebook, named 

Ultrabook. 

4. Cloud (16.P59.L10) 

Cloud is coined word because it has new meaning in IT world. Cloud in 

common sense means a grey or white masses flouting in the sky. While in IT 

world it means a communication network like Internet. 

5. Ethernet (83.P67.L11) 

Ethernet is coined word because it is included a new term. Ethernet is a term 

for computer networking technologies and expended by Xerox Corporation. 
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4.1.2.2. Generified Word 

The writer found the word Scrivening and Pinning as generified word. Those 

jargons are formed from the name of products. 

1. Scrivening (60.P67.L11) 

This word comes from the name of product which is Scrivener. Scrivener is a 

program made for writers to help them organize their works. When the users 

use Scrivener, it means that they do the scrivening. 

2. Pinning (67.P65.L2) 

Pinterest is a photo-sharing website where the users can share their photos. 

From this photo-sharing website, the word Pinning is created and entered the 

lexicon in 2012. 

 

4.1.2.3. Acronyms 

RAM, LAN, IMAP, and MIDI are acronyms since they are shortened and 

pronounced as new single word. 

1. RAM (32.P61.L9) 

The word RAM is shortened from Random Access Memory. RAM is formed 

from the initial letter of Random, Access, and Memory. It is pronounced as 

/ræm/. 

2. LAN (50.P63.L2) 

LAN is shortened from Local Area Network and formed from each initial 

letter of them. This word is pronounced as /læn/. 
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3. IMAP (88.P67.L12) 

IMAP is an acronym of Internet Message Access Protocol. This jargon is 

shortened from each initial letter of Internet, Message, Access and Protocol. 

Then formed the word IMAP and pronounced as /aɪmæp/. 

4. MIDI (96.P68.L8) 

Musical Instrument Digital Interface is shortened as MIDI. This jargon is 

formed from each initial letter of them and pronounced as new single word as 

/mɪdɪ/. 

 

4.1.2.4. Alphabetic Abbreviation 

Alphabetic abbreviation is a process of abbreviation. The main characteristic 

of this process is individually pronounced at each letter. The writer found sixteen 

jargons that are categorized as alphabetic abbreviation. 

1. OS (1.P58.L2) 

OS is an abbreviation of Operating System and formed from their initial 

letter. OS is pronounced as /ǝʊ es/. 

2. LTE (2.P58.L11) 

LTE is an abbreviation of Long-Term Evolution. It is formed from the initial 

letter of Long, Term, and Evolution. This word is pronounced at each letter as 

/el tiː iː/. 

3. HDTV (8.P59.L2) 

High-definition Television shortened and formed the word HDTV. This 

jargon is pronounced at each letter as /eɪtʃ diː tiː viː/. 
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4. GPU (10.P59.L6) 

GPU is formed from the shortening form of Graphic Processing Unit. They 

are shortened at each initial letter and pronounce as /dʒiː piː juː/. 

5. SSD (15.P39.L8) 

Solid State Drive is shortened at each initial letter and formed as SSD. This 

jargon is pronounced as /es es diː/. 

6. AC (17.P59.L4) 

AC is shortened from Alternating Current. It is formed from each initial letter 

and pronounced at each letter as /eɪ siː/. 

7. IPS (19.P60.L6) 

IPS is shortened from In-Plane Switching. It is formed from the initial letter 

of In, Plane, and Switching. IPS is pronounced at each letter as /aɪ piː es/. 

8. HD (32.P61.L7) 

HD is a shortened form of High-definition. It is formed from the initial letter 

of High and definition. HD is pronounced at each letter as /eɪtʃ diː/. 

9. IP (34.P61.L1) 

IP is shortened from Internet Protocol. This jargon is formed from the initial 

letter of Internet and Protocol. It is pronounced as /aɪ piː/. 

10. DVI (35.P62.L12) 

DVI is shortened from Digital Visual Interface, and taken from its initial 

letter. its pronunciation is /diː viː aɪ/. 
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11. USB (40.P62.L4) 

USB stands for Universal Serial Bus. It is shortened at each initial letter. USB 

is pronounced as /juː es biː/. 

12. DSL (57.P64.L14) 

DSL is an abbreviation of Digital Subscriber Line or Digital Subscriber Loop. 

It is formed from their initial letter. Its pronunciation is /diː es el/. 

13. DAC (72.P65.L3) 

DAC is shortened from Digital to Analog Converter. This word is formed 

from the initial letter of Digital, Analog, and Converter. It is pronounced at 

each letter as /diː eɪ siː/. 

14. HDMI (89.P67.L11) 

HDMI is formed from High Definition Multimedia Interface. This jargon is 

formed from their initial letter and pronounced as /eɪtʃ diː em aɪ/. 

15. HDD (93.P68.L11) 

HDD is a shortened from Hard Disk Drive. From their initial letter, the word 

HDD is formed. It is pronounced as /eɪtʃ diː diː/. 

16. DVR (97.P68.L2) 

Digital Video Recorder shortened and formed the word DVR. This word is 

comes from the initial letter of Digital, Video, and Recorder and pronounced 

at each letter as /diː viː ɑː(r)/. 
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4.1.2.5. Blending 

The writer found three words that are blending. They are pixel, e-reader, and 

E Ink. Those words are blending because they are formed from the combination of 

two words to produce a single new term.  

1. Pixel (4.P58.L7) 

Pixel is a blending one because it is formed from two different words. The 

words picture and element combined and produced the word pixel as the new 

word. 

2. E-reader (5.P58.L7) 

The word e-reader is formed from the combination of the word e-book and 

reader. Those words combined and produced a single new term that is e-

reader. 

3. E Ink (5.P58.L8) 

E Ink is formed from two different words which are electronic and ink. Those 

words combined and produced the word E Ink. So, E Ink is categorized as 

blending. 

 

4.1.2.6. Compounding 

Compounding is formed by combine two different words. The writer found 

ten words that are compounding. They are video card, smartphone, cloud-storage, 

graphic card, card slot, cloud camera, display-port, inkjet, firmware, and 

printhead. 
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1. Video card (3.P58.L4) 

This jargon is a noun-noun compound. The word video (noun) and card 

(noun) are combine together and produce a new word which is video card 

(noun). 

2. Smartphone (6.P58.L10) 

Smartphone is formed from the word smart (adjective) and phone (noun). So, 

this word is adjective-noun compound. The word smart and phone produce a 

new noun which is smartphone. 

3. Cloud-storage (9.P59.L6) 

The word cloud-storage is noun-noun compound. This word is formed from 

two separate words cloud (noun) and storage(noun), and produce a new word 

cloud-storage (noun). 

4. Graphics card (15.P59.L9) 

Graphics card is formed from the word graphics (noun) and card (noun). So, 

this word is noun-noun compound. The word graphics and card produce a 

new noun which is graphics card. 

5. Card slot (26.P60.L7) 

Card slot is formed from two different words which are card (noun) and slot 

(noun). Those words produce a new noun, card slot. 

6. Cloud Camera (34.P61.L7) 

Cloud camera is noun-noun compound because it is formed from the word 

cloud (noun) and camera (noun). Hence, they formed a new noun, cloud 

camera. 
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7. Display-port (35.P62.L11) 

This jargon is noun-noun compound, formed from the word display (noun) 

and port (noun). Those words produce a new noun, display-port. 

8. Inkjet (63.P64.L3) 

The words ink (noun) and jet (noun) are combined become a new word which 

is inkjet (noun). So, the word inkjet is a noun-noun compound. 

9. Firmware (64.P65.L10) 

It is an adjective-noun compound because it is formed from an adjective firm 

and a noun ware. Then they produce the new noun firmware. 

10. Printhead (95.P68.L5) 

Printhead is a noun-noun compound because it is formed from the word print 

(noun) and head (noun). Hence, they formed a new noun, printhead. 

 

4.1.2.7. Derivation 

Derivation or generally known as affixes is divided into prefixes, suffixes, 

and infixes. The words woofers, tweeters, and subwoofers are the kind of 

derivation. 

1. Woofers (12.P59.L9) 

Woofers is formed from the root [woof] given suffixes [-er] and [-s]. Both 

woof and woofer are noun, so the part of speech of these words does not 

change. 
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2. Tweeters (12.P59.L10) 

Tweeters is a kind of derivation. This word has suffixes [–er] and [–s] with 

the root [tweet]. It does not change the part of speech of the word tweet 

because both of tweet and tweeter are noun. 

3. Subwoofers (44.P62.L3) 

The word subwoofers is categorized as derivation. It is formed from prefix 

[sub-], the root [woof], and suffixes [-er] and [-s]. The part of speech of this 

word does not change, because from the root [woof] and the word subwoofer 

are nouns. 

 

4.1.2.8. Multiple Processes 

The writer found five words from multiple processes, which are THX, dual-

band, broadband, XLR, and micro-PC. This process happens when the creating of 

new word using more than one word formation processes. 

1. THX (8.P59.L9) 

THX is a multiple processes because it is a proper noun since it formed from 

its founder name Tomlinson Holman and compounded with the word 

experiment. Then it abbreviated as THX. It is formed from the initial letter of 

Tomlinson Holman and the “x” alphabet of experiment. This jargon is 

pronounced at each letter as /tiː eɪtʃ eks/. 

2. Dual-band (43.P62.L6) 

Dual band is formed from compounding and clipping. The word band is 

coming from the word waveband. This process is known as clipping process. 
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Then, the process of compounding happened; the word dual which is an 

adjective is combined with the word band which is a noun. Then, they 

produce the word dual-band which is a noun. 

3. Broadband (57.P64.L10) 

This jargon is a multiple processes because it formed from compounding and 

clipping. Broadband is an adjective-noun compound. The word Broad 

(adjective) and band (noun) are combine together and produce a new word 

which is broadband (adjective). The word band is coming from the word 

waveband. It reduced to a shorter form, band. 

4. XLR (77.P67.L1) 

XLR is a multiple processes because it is generified word since it formed 

from brand name Cannon X connector and compounded with Latch and 

Rubber. Then they abbreviated as XLR to make it simpler. It is pronounced at 

each letter as /eks el ɑː(r)/. 

5. Micro-PC (89.P67.L1) 

The word Micro-PC is categorized as multiple processes, because it is formed 

from more than one word formation processes. This jargon is formed from 

derivation process which is prefix [miro-] and alphabetic abbreviation which 

is PC, an abbreviation from Personal Computer.  

 

4.1.3 The Meaning of Jargons 

The last question of this study concerns the meaning of jargons found in PC 

World magazine issued in January 2013. The meaning of IT jargons is interesting 
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to be analyzed since the jargons exist only in IT world and most of them are 

difficult to understand by the outsider. In analyzing the meaning of jargons, the 

writer used co-text that can be use for interpreting the jargons from the 

surrounding text and dictionary for jargons which meaning cannot be found in the 

surrounding text. Moreover, the writer also checked the validating of the data the 

expert in order to make the result of this study credible and dependable. Here is 

the analysis of the meaning of IT jargons: 

1. AC (17.P59.L4) 

AC is an abbreviation of Alternating Current. The word alternating 

means a consisting of two different things in turn, while current means the 

flow of electricity through something. AC or Alternating Current is a term for 

an electric current that changes its direction very frequently at regular 

intervals. 

A luggable all-in-one with a 20-inch, 10-point multitouch display that runs on 

either AC or battery power, this could be the perfect family PC. 

The reader is not able to interpret this jargon’s meaning, because the 

surrounding text does not provide any information. 

2. Broadband (57.P64.L10) 

This word categorized as multiple processes which formed from 

compounding and clipping process. The word broad which means wide is 

combined with the word band which means a range of radio wave. The word 

band is clipped from the word waveband. 
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So, we’re tipping our hat to AT&T for deploying fiber-to-the-node in at least 

some rural areas to deliver its U-verse broadband internet service. 

In the sentence which is related to this jargon, it is found that after the 

word broadband, there is word internet service. From this word the reader 

might be know that broadband is something which is related to internet 

service. From those analyses, the writer concludes that broadband means 

high-speed internet network or communication network. 

3. Card slot (26.P60.L7) 

It can be seen from the word formation processes of this jargon which 

can be mean as a hole or place to put a card into a PC. 

It’s also the most flexible, thanks to a MicroSD card slot on board. 

From the whole sentence, the writer cannot find the word that can be 

used to interpret the meaning of this jargon. 

4. Cloud (16.P59.L10) 

This suite is full of technological triumphs, from its support for GPU 

acceleration in Photoshop CS6 and Premiere Pro CS6, to Dreamweaver 

CS6’s ability to output smartphone apps for almost any mobile operating 

system by transferring their production to the cloud. 

The word cloud has common sense as a grey or white masses flouting in 

the sky. While in this community cloud means a communication network like 

Internet or LAN. The writer also cannot find the keywords that can be used to 

interpret the meaning of this jargon in the surrounding text. 
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5. Cloud Camera (34.P61.L7) 

The word cloud camera does not mean a camera that is used in a cloud. 

Cloud camera is a camera that connects to the internet service that makes the 

user be able to access it from virtually using mobile devices. 

IP (Internet protocol) cameras are great devices to use in monitoring your 

home, but configuring one to give you remote access to it can be a pain in the 

neck. D-Link’s Cloud Camera line makes this important task easy. 

Furthermore, in the first sentence, it is explain that this product is a great 

device to use in monitoring home and the sentence internet protocol cameras. 

From those key words, the reader is able to interpret it as a camera that is 

used to monitoring home and they can access it using an internet. 

6. Cloud-storage (9.P59.L6) 

Cloud-storage is a backup and storage service on the internet. This jargon 

is provided with clear explanation in the following sentence. 

Asus has the fastest router with the most features, including a cloud-storage 

service that enables you to sync files on any device and provides remote 

access to any PC on your network. 

In the end of the sentence, it is explained that this cloud-storage enables 

the users to sync files on any device and provides remote access to any PC on 

the network. From this explanation, the reader will understand that cloud-

storage is a storage service that enables the users to save or sync their files in 

the computer into the internet. 
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7. DAC (72.P65.L3) 

DAC or Digital-to-Analog Converter is a device that is used to convert 

digital data or code to analog signal. This word is categorized as IT jargon, 

because it only exists in IT world. However, the reader also can interpret its 

meaning from the surrounding text. In the sentence, it is said “this audiophile 

DAC”. This sentence refers to the product. Then, in the following sentence, it 

is explained that it is compatible only with iPhone 4/4S and then the way to 

use the product. So, in this case DAC is a device that can be used for playing 

music in iPhone 4/4S with better sound quality. 

This audiophile DAC and headphone amp, with supplemental battery and 

case, is compatible only with the iPhone 4/4S. It connects to the iPhone’s 

docking port, taps its digital audio output, and upsamples that signal before 

converting it to analog and amplifying it. 

8. Display-port (35.P62.L11) 

This jargon is formed from two words, display and port. It can be 

understand that display-port is an out port in computer or PC that is used for 

displaying something from PC to other devices. 

This 24-inch desktop monitor’s 1920-by-1200-pixel IPS panel produces 

brilliant images with wide viewing angles, an easy-to-adjust stand that can 

pivot to portrait mode, a four-port USB hub, and an energy-saving LED 

backlight. It can connect to your computer via Display-port, DVI, or HDMI. 

The reader can understand the word display-port from the previous 

sentences, “desktop monitor” and “it can connect to your computer via”. 
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From those sentences, the reader can interpret that display-port is a port used 

for connecting the user’s computer and desktop monitor. 

9. DSL (57.P64.L14) 

Digital Subscriber Line is abbreviated as DLS, has a meaning which is a 

term use for a technology of internet access using telephone cable as a 

medium, but it is not as fast as cable that is usually used for computer 

networking. 

So, we’re tipping our hat to AT&T for deploying fiber-to-the-node in at least 

some rural areas to deliver its U-verse broadband Internet-service. And 

though it’s not as fast as cable, U-verse remains almost twice as fast as 

conventional DSL service. 

From the surrounding text, the reader is able to interpret the meaning of 

DSL by using some related sentences. The reader can juxtapose between 

“DSL service” and “Internet-service”, and between “not as fast as cable” and 

“almost twice as fast as conventional DSL service”. From those juxtaposing, 

it can be concluded that DSL is an internet service. 

10. Dual-band (43.P62.L6) 

The word dual-band is formed from two word formation processes, 

clipping and compounding. The word waveband is clipped into band. Then, 

the word dual which means double or having two parts is combined with the 

word band which means a range of radio wave and produce the word dual 

band. In conclusion, the meaning of this jargon is a feature that allow the 

device used in two different frequencies band. 
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If you need a new router but want to stick with the tried-and-true 802.11n 

specification, there’s no better model than the dual-band Asus RT-N66U. 

From the whole sentence, the reader cannot find key words that will help 

them to interpret the meaning of dual-band.  

11. DVI (35.P62.L12) 

DVI is formed from each initial letter of Digital Visual Interface. From 

the word formation processes, it can be concluded that DVI is an electrical 

circuit used for connecting PC to visual device. DVI is the most common 

cables that is used. 

This 24-inch desktop monitor’s 1920-by-1200-pixel IPS panel produces 

brilliant images with wide viewing angles, an easy-to-adjust stand that can 

pivot to portrait mode, a four-port USB hub, and an energy-saving LED 

backlight. It can connect to your computer via Display-port, DVI, or HDMI. 

The reader can interpret the meaning of DVI from the previous 

sentences, “desktop monitor” and “it can connect to your computer via”. 

From those sentences, the reader can interpret that DVI used for connecting 

the user’s computer to the product which is desktop monitor. 

12. DVR (97.P68.L2) 

DVR is formed from Digital Video Recording. From its word formation 

processes, the writer concluded that DVR is device used for recording a 

digital video. Moreover, from its surrounding text, the reader can interpret 

that it is a device used for recording TV programs. 
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Anything a DVR can do, a PC can do better. If you’re a cable subscriber, 

connect this box to your service and to your computer, and you can program 

it to record up to four TV programs simultaneously, including premium 

channels such as HBO and Showtime. 

13. E Ink (5.P58.L8) 

This jargon is categorized as blending process. It is formed from the 

word electronic and ink. From its word formation processes, the writer 

concluded that an ink which is used in an e-book. 

But, Amazon has made other improvements to its e-reader. The E Ink display 

boast higher resolution, the fonts are better, and the underlying software has 

been significantly. 

The reader can interpret the meaning of E Ink by using the surrounding 

text. There are some keywords; e-reader, display and fonts. So they can 

interpret it as an ink that is used to display and produce fonts in an e-reader. 

14. E-reader (5.P58.L7) 

This jargon is formed from blending process of the word e-book and 

reader. E-book is formed from electronic book which is blended into shorter 

form. From this analysis, the writer concluded that e-reader is a device used 

to read an electronic book. 

But, Amazon has made other improvements to its e-reader. 

In the whole sentence which is related to the word e-reader, the writer 

cannot find key word that can be used by the reader to interpret the meaning 

of this jargon. 
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15. Ethernet (83.P67.L11) 

The word Ethernet is categorized as coined word, because it is belongs to 

new term that only exists in IT jargon. Ethernet is a technology used for data 

sharing. In this case, power-over-ethernet is a technology used for sharing a 

power signal through an Ethernet cable which usually used only for data 

sharing. 

And with its power-over-ethernet support, you’ll need just one low-voltage 

cable to set it up. 

Reading the whole sentence, the reader will not find the keywords to 

interpret the meaning of Ethernet. 

16. Firmware (64.P65.L10) 

Firmware is compounded from the word firm which means solidly fixed 

in place, and ware which means an intangible item as a service or ability that 

is marketable commodity. From its word formation processes it can be 

interpreted as a ware which is solidly fixed in one place. However, in this case 

firmware means a computer programs contained permanently in a hardware 

device. 

A manual shutter control, added via a free firmware update, delivers more 

fun tricks. 

The writer cannot find the keywords that can be used by the reader to 

interpret the meaning of this jargon. 
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17. GPU (10.P59.L6) 

GPU is an abbreviation of Graphics Processing Unit. From its word 

formation process, it can be concluded that GPU is a unit or chip used for 

rendering or processing graphics, videos, and animation.  

Packing a quad-core processor, an Nvidia GeForce GTX 660M GPU,and a 

15.6-inch, 1080p LCD into a 6.2-pound chassis, this well-balanced system 

can handle digital media editing—and PC gaming, too. 

From its surrounding text, the reader can interpret the meaning because 

there is supporting information in the following sentence. It is said that the 

product “can handle digital media editing and PC gaming”. From that 

sentence the reader can relates to the word GPU. 

18. Graphics card (15.P59.L9) 

It can be seen from its word formation processes, which is from the word 

graphic and card. From that analysis the writer conclude that graphic card is 

card shaped hardware which is used for rendering images, videos and 

animation in computer. 

The heavily overclocked by Ivy Bridge processor, a fast SSD and a GeForce 

GTX 680 graphics card combine to make this system the quickest of its size 

that you can find. 

The reader cannot find keywords in the whole sentence related to the 

word graphics card that will help the reader to understand the meaning of this 

jargon. 
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19. HD (32.P61.L7) 

High Definition is abbreviated into HD. The meaning of this jargon is 

directly understood by looking at its word formation processes. HD is a term 

used for high or great standardization of image. In this context, it uses for a 

class of GPU or graphics card. It means that this type of GPU, can produce a 

high quality of images. However, the reader cannot interpret the meaning of 

this jargon, because it does not provide any information. 

Credit the Ivy Bridge CPU, Radeon HD 7850 GPU, SSD, Blu-ray drive, and 

16GB of RAM, all in a package that costs less than $1300. 

20. HDD (93.P68.L11) 

HDD is an abbreviation of Hard Disk Drive. HDD is a device or place of 

all the computer’s programs and files saved. From its lengthen form, the 

reader cannot directly interpret the meaning of HDD. The reader also cannot 

find enough information about HDD in the surrounding text. 

We highly recommend it as a laptop upgrade; for desktops, we endorse using 

a discrete SSD with a second, larger HDD. 

21. HDMI (89.P67.L11) 

High Definition Multimedia Interface is abbreviated as HDMI. From its 

word formation processes, it can be concluded that HDMI is an electrical 

circuit or cables which is used for connecting user’s computer to visual 

devices with high definition. 

Although it carries Android branding, it is capable to running any Linux 

distro, and it can output 1080p video via HDMI. 
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The reader also can interpret its meaning from the surrounding text. The 

keywords such as output, video, and via can be used for interpret the 

meaning. 

22. HDTV (8.P58.L2) 

HDTV is an abbreviation of High Definition Television. So, HDTV is a 

television with high definition of picture’s resolution and sharpest picture. 

The reader can interpret the meaning from the keyword “big-screen” and its 

abbreviation process. The reader can interpret HDTV as a big-screen 

television which produced a great quality of picture. 

When it comes to big-screen HDTVs, plasma technology still delivers the best 

price/performance ratio. 

23. IMAP (88.P67.L12) 

IMAP which is an abbreviation of Internet Message Access Protocol, is a 

protocol that connects the user to the mail server in order to access their email 

and download it. 

This cloud-based service works with any IMAP email, and is surprisingly 

good at guessing what you want to see. 

From the surrounding text, the writer found a keyword “email”. The 

reader can interpret the meaning from this keyword that this jargon is related 

to an email. 

24. Inkjet (63.P64.L3) 

The word inkjet is formed from the word ink and jet which means 

spraying out. From that definition it can be concluded that the meaning of this 
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jargon is a kind of printer using a liquid ink as its printing method by 

spraying out the droplets of ink to the paper. 

This fast, capable, business-minded inkjet multifunction printer is a leader 

among the new generation of no-regrets inkjets for the office. 

When the reader read the full sentences, they will find that inkjet is a type 

of printers. 

25. IP (34.P61.L1) 

IP (Internet Protocol) cameras are great devices to use in monitoring your 

home, but configuring one to give you remote access to it can be a pain in the 

neck. 

From the explanation of its abbreviation in the brackets, the reader will 

automatically know that IP is an Internet Protocol. It is means that IP or 

Internet Protocol is a protocol which is handling the rules in sending and 

taking a data using computer network. 

26. IPS (19.P60.L6) 

IPS is an abbreviation of In-Plane Switching. This is an LCD screen 

technology which is provided more colors and greater viewing angles. 

This big little monitor delivers the same number of pixels as a 30-inch 

model—in a more affordable 27-inch package. With an LED-blacklit IPS 

panel boasting accurate color, excellent uniformity, and a wide range of 

viewing angles, it’s great for both PC and Mac users. 

The reader is able to interpret the meaning from the surrounding text. It 

provides with enough information, such as monitor, accurate color, and a 
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wide range of viewing angles. From those information, it can be concluded 

that IPS related to a monitor screen technology which produces an accurate 

color and provide a wide range of viewing angles. 

27. LAN (50.P63.L2) 

This jargon is an abbreviation of Local Area Network. LAN is an IT 

jargon which is used for naming a communication network of computer in 

local area which usually used for connecting, sharing, and exchanging data or 

file between computers. The reader can interpret the meaning from the word 

dorm room, because LAN usually used for local area such as office, house, or 

dorm. 

This luggable laptop is just the ticket for LAN parties and dorm rooms. 

28. LTE (2.P58.L11) 

Long-Term Evolution or LTE is a high speed wireless communication. 

Most people know it as 4G technology. This jargon does not provide any 

information for interpreting the meaning. It only provides with some 

keywords that indicates this word as an IT jargon, such as iPad, processor, 

Wi-Fi, and circuitry.  

But if you want to buy a full-size iPad now, get the fourth-gen model: It has a 

faster processor, better Wi-Fi capabilities, and improved LTE circuitry. 

29. Micro-PC (89.P67.L1) 

From its word formation processes, the reader will easy to understand the 

meaning of Micro-PC. The word micro which means something that is very 
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small, and the word PC is an abbreviation of Personal Computer. From that 

analysis, it can be concluded that micro-PC is a very small computer.  

This micro-PC costs three times as much as the Raspberry Pi, but the MK802 

is more of a complete PC (including an enclosure), in contrast to the 

Raspberry Pi’s bare circuit board. 

30. MIDI (96.P68.L8) 

This jargon is an abbreviation of Musical Instrument Digital Interface. 

MIDI is software which is used to produce musical instruments sound, such 

as keyboard, guitar and drum, from computer. 

Updated in September, rtp-MIDI lets you control MIDI (Musical Instrument 

Digital Interface) devices—including other computers running MIDI 

software—with a networked computer or even an iPad. 

The reader will easily understand what MIDI is, because it is provided 

the information that MIDI is an abbreviation of Musical Instrument Digital 

Interface. 

31. OS (1.P58.L2) 

OS is an abbreviation of Operating System. OS is an important software 

which is used for manage computer hardware. 

With its biggest OS rollout since Windows 95, Microsoft seeks to embrace all 

things computing with a one-size-fits all operating system. 

When the reader read the following sentence, they will find keywords, 

Windows 95, Microsoft and operating system. Actually, by looking those 

words, the outsider will be able to interpret the meaning of OS as a system 
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which operates computer, since Windows 95 is an operating system 

developed by Microsoft. 

32. Pinning (67.P65.L2) 

The term Pinning entered the lexicon in 2012 as Pinterest users built online 

pinboards to collect, organize, and share everything interesting they found on 

the Web. 

The word pinning is formed from the name of product which is Pinterest. 

Pinterest is a photo-sharing website where the users can share their photos. 

From this photo-sharing website, the word pinning exists. In the following 

sentence, there is also an explanation about pinning which is a Pinterest users 

built online pinboards to collect, organize, and share everything interesting 

they found on the Web. So, the reader will immediately understand what 

pinning is. 

33. Pixel (4.P58.L7) 

Pixel is a blending jargon which formed from the word picture and 

element. This jargon is a term for small little dots that is make the images on 

the screen. 

Vizio’s rookie laptop effort has a sleek, minimalist design, with big keys that 

deliver great tactile feedback, and fabulous 14-inch, 1600-by-900-pixel LCD 

in a package that weights just 3.4 pounds. 

From the whole sentence, it can be seen that before the word pixel, there 

are numbers and the word LCD after pixel. The reader will interpret that pixel 

is a unit. 
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34. Printhead (95.P68.L5) 

Printhead is formed from the word print and head. The outsider might be 

interpreting it as a head of printer. In this case, printhead is the part of printer 

which is moveable and it is used to apply the image to the paper. 

A wider printhead prints more of the page at a time, thereby accelerating 

performance, while a wider paper path permits paper sizes of up to 11 by 17 

inches. 

The reader will directly relate it with printer by reading the formed of the 

jargon and the following word which is prints. It can be interpret that 

printhead is part of printer used for printing. 

35. RAM (32.P61.L9) 

RAM is an abbreviation of Random Access Memory. It is the main 

memory of PC. Random Access because it is read and write randomly in any 

single bytes. The reader will understand that RAM is a memory used by PC 

or computer from the previous text. The writer found keywords CPU and 

16GB. As most people know, that GB (Gigabyte) is one of memory’s units 

and CPU is computer’s device. 

Credit the Ivy Bridge CPU, Radeon HD 7850 GPU, SSD, Blu-ray drive, and 

16GB of RAM, all in a package that costs less than $1300. 

36. Retina (2.P58.L6) 

Retina is a coined word because in common sense means part of eye. 

While in IT world, it means screen display with high quality system made by 

Apple. 
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We’ve listed the third-gen iPad here because it had the biggest impact on the 

tablet market—it was the first to feature Apple’s high resolution Retina 

display. 

In the surrounding text, the reader can find some keywords which can be 

used to interpret the meaning. They are iPad, Apple’s, high resolution, and 

display. They can interpret it as a high quality screen display made by Apple 

which is applied in iPad. 

37. Scrivening (60.P64.L11) 

Scrivening is categorized as generified word because it is formed from 

the name of product which is Scrivener. 

Scrivener for Windows, a PC version of the popular Mac program, helps you 

organize your ideas and notes. You can switch between corkboard, outline, 

and continuous-flow “scrivening” views to see how your opus is shapping 

up. 

From the related sentence of the word scrivening, the reader can 

understand that scrivening is a term to name something done by the 

Scrivener’s user. So, it can be concluded that scrivening is doing a switch 

between one window to another window by using Scrivener. 

38. Smartphone (6.P58.L10) 

You don’t get to be the best-selling Android phone by being average, and the 

Galaxy S III definitely has what it takes to move ahead of the Android pack. 

With a speedy processor, an eye-catching display, and loads of attractive 

feature, it’s our favorite smartphone of 2012. 
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Actually, the keyword phone in the first sentence also provides 

smartphone with enough information. From this keyword, the reader will 

understand that this jargon is related to phone. Furthermore, from the word 

smartphone, the reader can interpret the meaning. This jargon is formed from 

combination of the word smart and phone that means phone which is smart. 

The writer concludes that smartphone is a hand phone or cellular phone with 

additional application and Internet access. 

39. SSD (15.P59.L8) 

SSD, an abbreviation of Solid State Drive, is a term of computer device. 

It is a storage device like hard disk, but it is faster than hard disk. It is named 

Solid because SSD has a greater protection than hard disk. However, the 

reader cannot easily understand what SSD is, because its surrounding text 

does not provide any information. 

The heavily overclocked by Ivy Bridge processor, a fast SSD and a GeForce 

GTX 680 graphics card combine to make this system the quickest of its size 

that you can find. 

40. Subwoofers (44.P62.L3) 

In the product’s description, the word subwoofers describes in the 

following sentence. It describes as speaker designed solely to reproduce very 

low frequencies. From that sentence, the reader will directly understand the 

meaning of this jargon. 

Loudspeaker aficionados are familiar with Velodyne’s high-end 

subwoofers—speakers designed solely to reproduce very low frequencies. 
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41. Tablet (2.P58.L4) 

Tablet in common sense means a type of medicine, but in this case it has 

new meaning which is small portable computer with touch screen as the input 

device. Moreover, from its surrounding text there is a keyword iPad. iPad is 

one of Apple product which is a one-piece portable computer with full touch 

screen, and mostly people know what iPad is.  

We’ve listed the third-gen iPad here because it had the biggest impact on the 

tablet market—it was the first to feature Apple’s high resolution Retina 

display. 

42. THX (8.P59.L9) 

THX is abbreviation of Tomlinson Holman experiment. It is a high 

quality sound system used for movie and home theater’s sound which is 

created by Tomlison Holman. 

Panasonic has practically defined the state of the art in plasma, and the VT50 

series is the company’s best, combining top-notch image quality, THX 

certification, comprehensive calibration controls, and a bevy of online 

services. 

The surrounding text of this jargon does not provide any information that 

can be used for interpreting the meaning. 

43. Tweeters (12.P59.L10) 

The new 5+ is every bit as splendid, thanks to the dual 50-watt Class AB 

monolithic amplifiers driving the 5-inch Kevlar woofers and 0.79-inch silk-

dome tweeters. 
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The word tweeters is a terms naming a loudspeaker designed only for the 

higher frequencies and reproducing the high pitch sound. From its 

surrounding text, the reader will find the keyword amplifier. This keyword 

can help the reader to interpret the meaning that this jargon relates to sound 

producing. 

44. Ultrabook (4.P58.L10) 

Ultrabook is a brand name developed by Intel for a very thin and light in 

weight notebook. This jargon then becomes a general term in IT world for 

naming a very thin and light in weight laptop. 

Vizio’s rookie laptop effort has a sleek, minimalist design, with big keys that 

deliver great tactile feedback, and a fabulous 14-inch, 1600-by-900-pixel 

LCD in a package that weights just 3.4 pounds. If you’re looking for a 

capable Ultrabook, you can’t go wrong with this little gem. 

There are two keywords in the first sentence, laptop and 3.4 pounds. 

From those keywords, the reader can interpret that Ultrabook is a light in 

weight laptop, because it has only 3.4 pounds weight.  

45. USB (40.P62.L4) 

USB is an abbreviation of Universal Serial Bus. USB is an IT jargon 

since it only exists in IT world. This jargon is a term used for an out port that 

allows peripheral devices to have a connection with user’s computer or PC. 

This digital-to-analog converter connects to your computer via USB. 

From its surrounding text, the writer found keywords that can be used by 

the reader to interpret the meaning. From the word connects, computer, and 
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USB the reader can understand that USB is used for connecting another 

device to computer. 

46. Video card (3.P58.L4) 

The word video and card is combined into one new term which is video 

card. This jargon is a terms used for naming a circuit board generating the 

images, videos, and animation in a computer. 

The Alpha may be butt-ugly, but its massive chassis accommodates a 

GeForce GTX 680 video card, a Core i7-3770K CPU, and up to 32GB of 

memory. 

Actually, from the word formation process of this jargon, the reader can 

interpret its meaning. From the word video and card, it can be interpret that it 

is a card inside the computer that is used for generating videos or images. 

47. Woofers (12.P59.L9) 

In dictionary, this word means barking sound which made by a dog. 

However, in this case woofer does not mean relates to a dog. This jargon is an 

IT term which means a loudspeaker designed to reproduce low notes 

accurately. 

The new 5+ is every bit as splendid, thanks to the dual 50-watt Class AB 

monolithic amplifiers driving the 5-inch Kevlar woofers and 0.79-inch silk-

dome tweeters. 

From the whole sentence which relates to this jargon, there is a key 

words that is amplifiers. From this word, the reader will know that woofer 
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related to amplifiers. However, they will not be able to know the meaning of 

this word. 

48. XLR (77.P66.L7) 

XLR is formed from brand name Cannon X connector and compounded 

with Latch and Rubber. Then they abbreviated as XLR. It is a plug and socket 

used in professional audio equipment, lighting controls and other 

applications. 

Yes, it will drive even 600-ohm headphones, but it also boasts balanced XLR 

outputs so you can connect it to the finest analog amplifiers. 

From its surrounding text, there are some keywords to interpret the 

meaning. They are headphones, outputs and connect. The reader can interpret 

it as a socket of headphones which means audio equipment. 

 

4.2. Discussion 

In this subchapter, the writer presents the general points of the findings. In 

this study, the writer analyses the word formation processes of the jargons and the 

jargons’ meaning found in headline’s article of PC World magazine issued in 

January 2013. The writer found 48 (forty eight) jargons in the article chosen. 

From fourteen types of word formation processes, the writer found eight of them 

are used to form the jargons found. Those eight word formation processes are 

coined word, generified word, acronyms, alphabetic abbreviation, blending, 

compounding, derivation, and multiple processes. 
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The word formation process mostly used to form the jargons is alphabetic 

abbreviation process. This is a word formation process which is formed from 

initial letter of a set of words and pronounced individually at each letter. There are 

16 (sixteen) jargons categorized as alphabetic abbreviation. OS, LTE, HDTV, 

GPU, SSD, AC, IPS, HD, IP, DVI, USB, DSL, DAC, HDMI, HDD, and DVR are 

the jargons categorized as alphabetic abbreviation. The writer concluded that 

alphabetic abbreviation process is mostly used to form the jargons because they 

describe the specification of devices usually used in IT world. This type of word 

formation process is mostly used to form the jargons also because this process 

makes the terms simpler, easy to use and easy to remember, whether for the 

insider or outsider of the community. However, this type of word formation 

process makes the outsider who does not know the lengthen form of the jargon 

will get difficulty to understand the meaning. 

The second type of word formation process mostly used to form the jargons 

after alphabetic abbreviation process is compounding. The writer found 10 (ten) 

jargons categorized as compounding. One of them is smartphone which is formed 

from the adjective smart and a noun phone. Those words are compounded into 

one new form of word smartphone (noun). Compounding process is also mostly 

used in forming the jargons because it is used for naming IT devices in which its 

meaning can be found from the word formation processes. Hence, those jargons 

are easier to understand by the outsider because the forming words are combined 

without reducing the words.  
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The writer found 5 (five) jargons using coined word process. They are tablet, 

retina, Ultrabook, cloud, and Ethernet. Ultrabook and Ethernet are categorized as 

coined word since they are new terms. Meanwhile, Tablet, Retina and Cloud are 

already used in general term, but they are also coined words since they have new 

meaning. Coined word process is used in creating jargon in almost all 

communities, because certain community will have new terms which only exist in 

their community. 

The words THX, dual-band, broadband, XLR, and micro-PC are multiple 

processes jargons the writer found in the headline’s article of PC World magazine 

issued in January 2013. They are categorized as multiple processes because they 

are formed using more than one word formation processes. 

The next one is acronyms process. IMAP, LAN, MIDI and RAM are 

categorized as acronyms since they are pronounced as new single words, as 

Akmajian et al state. All of those jargons are abbreviated from the name of 

devices in IT world. This type of word formation processes is also hard to 

understand by the outsider, because they only take the initial letter of the words 

which form the jargon. 

For derivation process, the writer found 3 (three) jargons. Jargons which are 

categorized as derivation process are woofer, tweeter and subwoofer. Subwoofer 

is a derivation since it has prefix [sub-] and suffix [-er], while tweeter and woofer 

are derivation because they have suffix [-er]. 
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The writer also found 3 (three) jargons using this process. The words pixel, e-

reader, and E Ink are formed from two different words which are blended into one 

single term, so they are categorized as blending. 

Meanwhile, the writer only found 2 (two) jargons for generified word 

process. The words pinning and scrivening are categorized as generified word, 

because they are formed from the name of products.  

Besides analyzing the word formation processes of the jargons, the writer also 

analyzed the meaning of the jargons found. It is analyzed from the surrounding 

text of jargons and from the dictionary. The writer also presents the calculation of 

the use of co-text and dictionary to find the meaning of the jargons in the form of 

diagram as follow: 

 

 

Figure 4.1 The Diagram of The Meaning of The Jargon Found in PC World 

Magazine Issued in January 2013 

 

58.3 % 

41.2 % 

Co-text 

Dictionary 
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Based on the figure 4.2, there are 58,3% of 48 jargons provide the 

information to the reader to interpret the meaning. It can be concluded that PC 

World magazine supports the meaning in the jargons’ surrounding text. So, this 

magazine can be read by people who do not understand well about IT. However, 

not all of the jargons’ surrounding text provides enough information to the reader 

for interpret their meaning. The 41,2% of them are able to understand if the reader 

knows their word formation process, and to be understood only by people who are 

interested and understand about IT. Hence, it will be better if the reader knows the 

meaning of all the jargons.  

Comparing with the previous studies, the result of this study has some 

differences. The first previous study was about the word formation processes of 

jargon found in photography magazine, conducted by Maharani (2012). Maharani 

found six types of word formation processes to form the photography jargons. 

Meanwhile, the writer found eight types of word formation processes to form the 

jargons. Moreover, both of the studies found that the word formation process 

mostly used to form the jargons was alphabetic abbreviation. This process was 

mostly used to form the jargons because it described the specification of the 

devices in simpler way. Maharani also analyzed the meaning of jargons. In this 

case, Maharani and the writer used co-text in analyzed the meaning. However, in 

Maharani’s study, she found that the magazine she used did not provide as much 

information in the surrounding text as this study. 

The second one is study conducted by Nuralam (2012). She also conducted 

the word formation processes of jargons, but the data she used was Kaskus 
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internet forum community. She analyzed the jargons used among the members of 

the forum and found 30 jargons used by the members. From those jargons, she 

analyzed their parts of speech. She found that the mostly jargons were in the 

forms of noun and verb, while the writer analyzed the meaning of jargons after 

she had found 48 jargons in the data used. Our studies also analyzed the word 

formation processes of jargons. She found the mostly word formation processes 

used to form the jargons was borrowing because the jargon in her study was 

mostly from another language, while in this study the writer found that alphabetic 

abbreviation process was the mostly used to form the jargons. 

Moreover, based on the theory jargon is “special technical vocabulary 

associated with a specific area of work or interest” Yule (2006, p.211). The writer 

found that this theory is right. Through this study, the writer proved that jargon is 

vocabulary understandable only by the members of the community. In this case, 

IT jargons are understandable only by people who are interested in IT world. 

However, people who do not belong to IT community are able to read this 

magazine because it explains and provides enough information to the jargons.  

Thus, it can be concluded from the finding that jargon also exists in IT world 

in order to give a name of IT terms. The writer also has proved that in forming a 

new term which is jargons, a theory of word formation processes takes important 

roles. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

This chapter presents the conclusion related to the analysis of this study and 

some suggestion concerning this study for the next researcher. 

 

5.1. Conclusion 

This study was conducted to find out the word formation processes and the 

meaning of jargons found in headline’s article of PC World magazine issued in 

January 2013. Based on the data, the writer found 48 (forty eight) jargons used in 

the article chosen. The word formation processes used to form those jargons are 

different. From fourteen types of word formation processes, only eight of them are 

used to form the jargons. The alphabetic abbreviation process is mostly used to 

form the jargons. From 48 (forty eight) jargons, there are 16 (sixteen) jargons 

categorized as alphabetic abbreviation. Meanwhile, 10 (ten) of the total are 

compounding, 5 (five) jargons are coined word process, and 5 (five) jargons are 

multiple processes. Then, 4 (four) of them are categorized as acronym process, 3 

(three) jargons are categorized as derivation process, 3 (three) jargons are 

categorized as blending process, and there are 2 (two) jargons of generified word 

process. 

Furthermore, based on the analysis of the jargons’ meaning, co-text can be 

used to analyze the meaning. The reader or outsider is able to interpret the 
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meaning by using the information provided by the surrounding text. However, 

some of the jargons do not provide enough information and it makes the reader or 

outsider get difficulties to understand the jargon. Hence, the reader or outsider is 

better to have knowledge of IT in order to get more understanding about IT 

jargons. 

In conclusion, jargon is needed in people’s life, especially in certain 

community. In the magazine about IT, the writer is able to find a lot of IT jargons. 

It is proven that jargon also exists in IT world. Moreover, the writer also has 

proven that word formation processes have important roles in forming the jargons.  

 

5.2. Suggestion 

The writer realizes that there are many things in this thesis that need an 

improvement. In this study, she only focused on analyzing the jargons found in 

headline’s article of PC World magazine issued in January 2013. Through this 

study, the writer hopes that the next researchers who are interested in 

Sociolinguistics study, especially jargon, will do more analysis related to jargons. 

The writer also hopes and suggests for the next researchers to analyze jargon 

by using other data in other communities. Moreover, it would be better if the next 

researchers also use different theories and methods to analyze the jargon. It is 

needed in order to make studies about jargon more variously. 
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